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Abstract—Fast technological development has impact to smartphone technology. The smartphone users unconsciously become dependent to the technology. Media literacy to adolescents is important and it will give critical analysis in the access of media messages and create messages by using the media. This research aims at knowing media literacy to the uses of social media (Facebook and Instagram) among adolescents in South Tangerang. Theory of Media Literacy from James Potter was used as the main concept in the research. It used quantitative approach with positivism paradigm and survey research method. The data collection was used through questionnaire with purposive sampling technique which was defined as the sampling method. The research findings indicate that media literacy level among adolescents bases on the Individual Competence Framework that consists of three indicators: media literacy level on the basis of Use Skill, and it gets average value of 36.38 for 60.93% of the respondents. It includes the medium category in the Critical Understanding indicators and it has average value of 47.85 from 51.72% of the respondents and it includes the medium category in the indicators of Communicative Abilities it gets average value of 27.34 from 59.77% of the respondents and it includes the medium category.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology changes fast in the world, and it has a significant impact to human life. A fast technological development particularly relates to smartphones. Many smartphone companies are competing each other in product innovation with sophisticated features and technology. These competing companies are Samsung from Korea, iPhone from United States of America, Sony from Japan, Oppo and Lenovo from China and others [1].

As an electronic media, smartphones can have great influence to the life of individuals, families and society [2]. If compared to other media in this time, smartphone uses dominantly have a great attraction to millennial teenagers. Besides having many features, smartphones can be easily carried to anywhere. With the existence of smartphones that are equipped with internet facilities, people easily obtain the intended information online. Therefore, the need for entertainment, information and education can be fulfilled with the presence of internet media [3].

Smartphones are a media device and these are more popular among adolescents today. Based on the results of a survey conducted by the Ministry of Communication and Information of the Republic of Indonesia, it shows that adolescents are the age group with the highest internet access. For adolescents, smartphones become a part of their lives. With the support of internet access from certain providers, they can access the required information and communicate in various directions with different destinations; therefore, it gets some of them addicted to smartphones [4]. Almost every adolescent has had a smartphone communication tool. A few of them can have more than one smartphone [5]. All this relates to globalization. Globalization makes the world of technology fastest growing. With the development of technology and all the sophistication that a smartphone has, it makes many adolescents amazing and they want to have it [6].

Dogruel, Joeckel, & Bowman (2015) shows that the Internet use behavior among adolescents in urban area is more directed to leisure/fun activities than other interests, such as information utility, communication and transactions. Moreover, according to Giles (2010), excessive Internet uses excessively lead to the interest of social relationship than information collection. It becomes the power of attraction for the Internet uses and it gives a very high influence to the life of individuals, families and communities.

Recently, Internet media particularly the uses of social media closely relate to daily social activities. Societies compete each other to get sensation so that they can get the intended attention. It is undeniable that advances in technology make change, technology changes, human changes, time changes and the world changes [9]. Social media is an online media that the users can communicate and interact each other for information exchange and networking.

There are many popular social media used in Indonesia. Social Network is a social interaction because websites have facilities to make interaction and exchange of opinions and comments. It also includes blogs, online
forums, chat applications such as email, chat, short message. It can refer to websites or applications such as Facebook, Twitter, Path, Tumbler, Pinterest, Instagram [10].

The old social media that remain exist until the present day among adolescents are Facebook and Instagram, for example. Almost every adolescent have Facebook and Instagram accounts right now (Adiarsi et al., 2015). Facebook and Instagram provide some great facilities. For example, on Facebook we can make messenger, group services, Photo Albums, selling and buying groups, Special Event Services, Update Status Service, Facebook Gift for sending gift to your friends, Facebook friends. Moreover, on Instagram we can update on timeline fast, unlimited friendship, photo and video uploading. Many noblemen have social media accounts as well [11].

Facebook and Instagram provide, there are negative effects particularly for adolescents who spend a lot of their time to use the Internet on social media networks such as Facebook and Instagram than learning [2]. For easy to make communication and get information required in fast, it gives addiction's effect so that adolescents will access Internet with an unrestricted time limit. From the assumption, education and understandings on media uses have to be definitely considered [7]. Particularly in this research they are adolescents who frequently access Internet to make relationship, look for information and fulfill their curiosity. Understanding on the media uses are called media literacy.

Media literacy can be stated as a process to access, analyze media messages critically and make messages that use media tools. Hobbs (2017) explains that the meaning of media literacy is to understand sources, communication technology, codes that are used in the process, messages that come from selection, interpretation and effects of the messages. Therefore, it can be stated that Internet or new media make communication patterns and lifestyle change. Individuals are not only in the position as media customers but also as producers.

The skill of media literary particularly Internet media is a must that adolescents should have if they will not be left behind and become strange in an environment that have been hit with the flow of digital information [9]. It is expected that media literacy among adolescents particularly in the uses of Internet media can wisely use Internet media to increase and expand their vision and reduce negative effects from the uses and information so that it is avoidable with negative things, such as consumerism, violence culture, peep culture towards others' privacy, faster sexual maturity that occurs for children age.

Based on the above description, ideas on the media literacy of Internet among adolescents as social media users becomes an interesting thing to be studied. Those who become the research respondents are adolescents or students who remain studying in some vocational high schools, i.e. SMK Negeri I, SMK Negeri 2 and SMK Negeri 3 in Tangerang. The justification of selecting these vocational high schools will refer to the data of Ministry of Education and Culture, these schools have achieved the status of the integrating school, i.e. the schools that successfully have gotten high score in the national achievement test and the student's education achievements. The research describes how the media literacy among adolescents as the Internet users particularly those who have access through smartphones when they criticize media content to be read or consumed.

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY

Internet Media Communication

Internet is a new medium that converges all media characteristics from earlier forms [1]. What makes communication forms different to each other is not actual implementation but change in communication process such as communication speed, communication prices, perception to the parties who make communication, storage capacity and facilities to access information, the amount of functionality or intelligence that can be transferred.

Computer mediated communication is the concept and study area that relatively remain new and few parties do not discuss a lot [12]. Some Internet media explorations contributes to the terminology of the computer mediated communication. Piy Ferris generally defines Internet mediated communication as “interpersonal interaction connected by computer networks covers asynchronous and synchronous communication through facilities on Internet”. In the application terminology, finally the Internet mediated communication is the uses of computers that include facilities and its abilities to be utilized as the tools of mass and personal messengers [12].

New Media

New media is the media that offers digitization, convergence, interactivity and the development of network in relation to the making and sending of messages [13]. The ability to provide interactivity makes new media users capable to have information choices to be consumed as well as control information outputs and carry out the intended choices. The ability to offer an interactivity is the central concept of understanding the new media [14].
McQuail in Ardianto (2011) describes that the main characteristics that present the differences between new media and old/conventional media based on the perspective of users are, i.e. (1) Interactivity; It indicates on the ratio of response or initiative from the users against “offer” from source/sender (message), (2) Social presence (sociability); It indicates what the users experience, the sense of personal contacts with others that can be created through the use of a medium. Media richness: the new media can bridge any different frame of reference, reduce ambiguity, give signs, more sensitive and personal, (3) Autonomy; Users feel that they can control the content and how to use it and have independence to source, (4) Playfulness; It is used for entertainment and enjoyment, (5) Privacy; It is associated with the uses of medium and or the chosen content, (6) Personalization; The level where the content and media uses are sensitive and personal[15].

Media Literacy

Basically the media literacy is the effort of learning for media audience so that they become audience who have vitality in the world called the media saturated people [16]. The media literacy is an education that aims at increasing students’ understanding on the way of media work, the way of media production, the way of organizing media and the way of media to construct reality [17]. It also aims at providing skills among adolescents to create media products.

According to Hobbs (2010), the media literacy is the process of accessing, critically analyzing media messages and creating messages using media tools and explains that what we mean the media literacy is understanding resources, communication technology, codes that we have used, messages that we have produced, selection, interpretation and effects of the messages.

The media literacy is a perspective from which we expose ourselves to the media and interpret the meaning of the messages we encounter” [13]. From the above definition, according to Potter's (2018) definition media literacy is a perspective from where we can actively expose ourselves ability to be exposed to media so that it will interpret the meaning of the messages we meet. The media literacy is simply an ability to filter in sorting out and selecting the contents of messages found in printed and electronic media.

In the notes of Potter (2018) there are more than 20 definitions on media literacy. The definitions on media literacy that thinkers have put forward indicate some important statements on media literacy. Firstly, the media literacy encourages the emergence of critical thinking from the public towards the programs that have been presented by the media. Secondly, the media literacy may create the ability to make communication competently in all kinds of media, have a more active attitude than reactive one in understanding media programs [20]. The definition having been formulated by the Alliance for Media Literate America states that the media literacy relates to more critically questioning, learning and developing skills rather than simply blaming media. Another definition having been formulated by Children Now states that the literacy of media is a way to bring watching skills to young audiences critically. The term media is used as the synonym for / or being part of media education [21].

Digital literacy or called digital information literacy is a concept that explains the literacy concept in the digital era (Bawden, 2018). The concept of digital literacy has emerged since 1990. According to Potter (2018), the digital literacy is explained as the ability to understand and use information from various formats. Glikst explains that the literacy concept is not only about the ability to read but also to read with meaning and understanding. The digital literacy includes mastering ideas and not just keystrokes.

Anderson & Jiang (2018) mentions several reasons for the importance of media education / media literacy. The reasons to hold the media education / media literacy are:

1. We have to be well-informed about media, and why and how information is communicated. Humans have to have the ability to assess reliable information
2. Mass media is an important part of many people's experience so that instead other forms of information and entertainment such as books, we have to study mass media.
3. It is considered important to provide learning on the experiences of children how to consume media.
4. Mass media is the main source of information and become part of our culture, and therefore, learners should understand how mass media shape meaning

Individual Competence

Individual Competence is the ability of individuals to use and utilize media. It is among other the skills to use, produce, analyze and communicate messages through media. The Individual Competence is divided into two categories:

1. Personal Competence, i.e. the ability of individuals to use media and analyze media contents.
2. Social Competence, i.e. the ability of individuals to communicate and build social relationship through media and be able to produce media contents.

Personal Competence consists of two criterias: [23]

1. Use skills, i.e. the technique skills to use media. It means that individuals are able to operate media and understand all kinds of instruction in the media.
2. Critical Understanding, i.e. the cognitive skills to use media such as understanding, analyzing and evaluating media contents.

   Social competence consists of Communicative Abilities, i.e. the ability to make communication and participation through media. The Communicative abilities cover the ability to build social relationship and participation in public through media. Moreover, these also include the ability to make and produce media content [23].

   The ability of Internet media literacy among adolescents, i.e. the students of the vocational high school (SMKN 1, SMKN 2, SMKN 3) in Tangerang will be measured by using Individual Competence Framework in the Final Report Study on Assessment Criteria for Media Literacy Levels carried out by the European Commission. In the past the framework was used to measure media literacy levels in European Union countries. The measurement that is used in this research bases on Individual Competence. The indicators of the Internet Media Literacy Instrument that have been reviewed by Individual Competence refer to the framework from the European Commission Directorate General Information Society and Media; Media Literacy Unit. The framework as the guidance for the core questions can be applied as the basis of survey to measure the media literacy levels. The researchers apply the framework as the indicators in the survey but make adaptation with the existing circumstances in Indonesia in general and South Tangerang City in specific. Three dimensions used in the research are as follows:

   \[\text{Fig.1: Level Competence}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>The individual has a set of abilities that allows basic use of the media. There is a limited use of media. The user knows its basic function, deciphers its basic codes and uses it for specific ends and to determine the tool. The user’s capacity to critically analyse the information received is limited. Its communicative capability through media is also limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>The individual is fluent in media use, knowing their functions and able to carry out certain, more complex operations. The use of media is extended. The user knows how to obtain and assess the information he/she requires, as well as evaluating (and improving) the information search strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>The individual is very active in media use, being aware of and interested in the legal conditions that affect its use. The user has an in-depth knowledge of the techniques and languages and can analyse (and, eventually) transform the conditions affecting his/her communicative relations and the creation of messages. In the social sphere, the user is capable of activating cooperation groups that allow him/her to solve problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


   To answer three formulas of the research problems at above, the questions or statements that are made in the three parts, i.e. the statement on the Understanding of New Media Function, Media Literacy and Individual Competence that consists of Use Skills, Critical Understanding and Communicative Abilities.

   III. METHODOLOGY

   Research method that used in this research is survey. In this context, the researchers could describe some characteristics of a population whether those related to attitudes, behavior or other social aspects [24].

   In the survey, data collecting process and social data analysis were definitely structured and in detail through questionnaire as major instrument to get information from some respondents who were assumed to represent a population specifically [25].

   The researchers applied survey as the instrument of collecting data by submitting questionnaire to the respondents, i.e. the adolescents/students of some vocational high schools in South Tangerang, i.e. SMK Negeri 1, SMK Negeri 2 and SMK Negeri 3 concerning the media literacy on the uses of social media (Facebook and Instagram) among adolescents. Total population of the adolescents/students of SMK Negeri 1, SMK Negeri 2 and SMK Negeri 3 amounted to 368 people. The sampling technique in this research was purposive sampling. The technique covered those who were selected in the criteria and those who did not have the criteria would be excluded from the sample [25]. The technique of Purposive Sampling was usually used in the qualitative research because it gave priority to the depth of data. However, the researchers used the technique because we intended to take sample with the criteria of the adolescents/students of SMK Negeri 1, SMK Negeri 2 and SMK Negeri 3 Tangerang who had accessed Internet/Social Media with total amount of over 8 hours per day.

   Sampling Technique

   The measures of sampling technique were the stipulation of population characteristics that became the target and would
be represented by the research sample for the adolescents/students of some vocational high schools in South Tangerang, i.e. SMK Negeri 1, SMK Negeri 2 and SMK Negeri 3. The researchers used Slovin's formula because total population was less than 1,000 respondents. Slovin's formula was used to determine sample size of the population in which total number of the respondents had been known.

**Slovin's Formula**

To determine the sample size of the population that is known from the total respondents, we use Slovin's Formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{n}{N} &= \frac{1 + Ne^2}{368} \\
N &= 1 + \frac{368(0.05)^2}{368} \\
n &= 1 + 0.92 \\
&= 1.92 \quad \Rightarrow n = 368 \times 1.92 \\
&= 191.666 \approx 192 \text{ respondents}
\end{align*}
\]

Notes:
- \(n\) = sample size
- \(N\) = population size
- \(e\) = allowance for inaccuracy due to tolerable sampling errors, for example 5% and then the \(e\) squared.

The tolerable sampling errors cannot be the same in each population. There is 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5% or 10% [25]. Of the description, total samples in the population amount to 192 adolescents who had used social media (Facebook and Instagram).

**Operationalization of Concept**

"The research variables are basically all kinds of form that the researchers have decided to study so that they can get information on the research data, and therefore, they can make conclusion" [24]. In this research, there is one variable, i.e. independent variable for which the variable is measurable, it should be defined in its operationalization as follows.

**Fig.2: Operationalization of Concepts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Subvariables</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literacy of Media</td>
<td>Use Skill</td>
<td>a. reading books (print or e-book)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. reading newspapers (print or online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. playing computer or games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. using internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e. sending data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f. using the internet for social media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g. using file sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Critical Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a. trust of information that is presented by different media sources (newspaper, television, radio, internet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. awareness of information that is presented by different media sources (different television channels, different news programs, different search engines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. awareness of the influence of advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. knowledge of media regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e. ability to identify options for gathering information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f. comparison of information across sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g. skills in managing privacy and protecting self from unwanted messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communicative Abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a. content creation across a variety of media, including written texts, video, audio, and visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. engagement with public debate (commenting on blog post, writing a letter to newspaper editor, posting a blog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. social networking online (whether privately or professionally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. collaborating online on a joint project (including contributing to a wiki)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

Based on the data it can be concluded that the Media Literacy Levels on the uses of social media among adolescents/students is quite good. Quite good means that it bases on the statistical data processing results of frequency distribution, it indicates that media literacy level among adolescents in the uses of social media is in the medium category.
Based on Table 2, it is known that of 192 respondents in the research sample, 27 respondents (31.03%) were in the low level with the value range between 95-106. Moreover, 42 respondents (48.28%) were in the middle level with the value range between 107-118. Finally 18 respondents (20.69%) were in the high level with the value range between 119-130. From the above data, it can be concluded that the media literacy level for adolescents/ students in majority in the middle level with total value between 107-118, and 92 respondents of total 192 respondents could reach 48.28%.

In relation to the media literacy model having been classified in the Individual Competence Framework by the European Commission in Final Report Testing and Refining Criteria to Assess Media Literacy Levels in Europe 2009, there are three indicators related to the measurement of the media literacy levels, i.e. Use Skills, Critical Understanding and Communicative Abilities.

From the data presentation at above, the basis of the media literacy levels that has been stated in the European Commission Directorate General Information Society and Media; Media Literacy Unit, 2009, i.e. Basic, Medium and Advanced Level indicates that the media literacy level for the users of social media in adolescents / students in the medium category. As stated in European Commission Directorate General Information Society and Media; Media Literacy Unit 2009, individuals are clever to use media, know their functions and are able to carry out more complex operation (Use Skills). The users know how to get and value information they need and evaluate (and increase the strategy of information searching) (Critical Understanding) and actively produce media content and participation socially (Communicative Abilities).

There are some characteristics of each indicators in making the media literacy levels on the uses of social media as follows:

1. Use Skill

Of three indicators of making the media literacy level in this research, the highest score came from the indicators of the Use Skill with average value of 36.38 and the highest value is 45 with total percentage of 60.92%. Therefore, it entered the medium category. The Use Skill was the technique skill to use media. It meant that individuals were able to operate media and understand all kinds of instructions in the media.

The Use Skill itself had two sub-indicators, i.e. the Ability to use media technically and the Understand Instructions and the purposes of media uses. When we saw the Sub-Indicators of the ability to use media technically, the respondents had the medium level with total value of 70.1% and the value achievement between 19-23 and the highest value of 29. The number showed that the ability level to use social media in a kind of operating social media was quite good. It meant that the media literacy that the respondents had in operating and use media with the medium category was not too basic or too advanced.

In the category of literacy ability having stated by Rianto (2018), it covered alphabetical, representational and tool literacy, and therefore, it could explain that the respondents had had good tool literacy ability. As having been stated in the theory, Rianto (2018) stated that the tool literacy was the technical literacy and it related to the uses of technology and computer so that they knew what knowledge (declarative), how (procedural) and when, where, why and in what condition (conditional).

Considering the above condition, the respondents procedurally had a relatively good ability. It meant that with the skill in this matter they operated the uses of social media or consumed social media. They had carried out selectivity process particularly the setting of correct place and way so that they could retrieve the media content they consumed in relation to how to develop their skill as a clever user in media, such as the media uses operationally.

In relation to the uses of social media, based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that the respondents are relatively able to choose, select and send as well as understand the uses of social media. In other words, they can select accurate media content to be consumed so that they can avoid the consumption of negative content.

In the sub-indicators of understanding Instructions and the purposes of media uses as shown in the condition of the respondents, the position of understanding the purposes of media uses indicate the basic category with total value of 20.7, the medium one of 52.9% and the advanced one of 26.4%. Of the data findings, it means that as the users of social media they have a relatively good consciousness of understanding instruction in the media and access social media only for the purpose. It is quite good and it indicates that they understand the purposes of using social media in the medium level, so that the value is not too high or not too low. Therefore, it can encourage them to control themselves in taking everything they consume through
social media. It can be shown in the ability to understand media uses, the majority is only in the medium level or quite good. This bases on their awareness of using social media which automatically gives control to filter messages and provide meaning in the context.

The above statements will correct the theory that has been stated by Potter (2018) that media literacy is a skill to make screen in selecting and choosing the content of message in media whether it is print or electronic media.

2. Critical Understanding

If compared to the indicators of Use Skill, the indicators of Critical Understanding were not too different. These had average score of 47.85 with the percentage of 51.72%. Therefore, it was in the medium category. It meant that the difference between the indicators of Use Skill and the Critical Understanding was only 9.2%. The Critical Understanding itself was the main indicators to know the media literacy level. The indicators tried to measure the users’ ability to use social media cognitively, to start understanding, analyzing and evaluating the media content they consume. Based on the acquisition of total score or categorization of the media literacy level from the Critical Understanding indicators itself, the ability the respondents have to understand, analyze and evaluate the use of social media is quite good or in the medium level.

From the category of media literacy ability as stated by Rianto (2018), the indicators of the Critical Understanding became the type of the representational literacy, i.e. the information analysis ability so as to understand the meaning of the content. The ability to understand and analyze the media content from the respondents was quite good and it was closely related to the position of the students who were focused on the field related to media and communication. In this matter, they provide more provisions to get to know the performance of the media industry. Different from outside of the similar field, it does not have relations with such provisions, their critical level of the media content is not necessarily quite good.

In the Critical Understanding indicator itself has four sub indicators including Ability to provide trust in information presented by various media sources, Awareness of media use in understanding information presented by various media sources, Ability to identify options for gathering information and Skills in managing privacy and protecting yourself from unwanted messages.

From the sub-indicators of ability to have trust to the information presented in various media sources, it was in the medium level of 60%. Moreover, the awareness level of media uses to understand information presented in various media sources reached 51% or it was in the medium category. It showed that the characteristics of the media literacy level were high, the respondents were able to identify options for gathering information from various media sources. The research findings showed the achievement score at 51% or the advanced category. Concerning the research findings on the ability to identify options for gathering information, the basic category of the sub-indicators was only 8% and the majority was only in in the advanced or medium level. This based on the awareness of social media uses and otherwise it would give control to filter messages and provide meaning in the media uses.

Furthermore, it related to the sub-indicators of skill to manage privacy and protect themselves from unwanted messages. In fact the respondents included in the medium level or quite good in this matter. For example, they stated that Facebook and Twitter provided access settings for account users to block unwanted messages and provided communication services privately. Around 82% of the respondents said "not infrequently” when they set to block notifications or other users when they found unwanted messages or users.

From the achievement score for the indicators of the Critical Understanding at above, it can be concluded that the respondents have media literacy skill in the ability to criticize media analytically, reflexively and ethically. As revealed by Christ & Potter (1998), the ability to criticize media is divided into three categories of behavior, i.e. the analytical category from which the respondents understand problems in social processes such as the concentration of media ownership, reflexive ability to apply knowledge analytically for themselves or actionally and ethically, i.e. the dimensions of combined analytical and reflexive thinking that show social awareness in which as the users of social media whose scope includes social community, the respondents’ awareness to manage digital information is easily disseminated through social media.

3. Communicative Abilities

The indicators of Communicative Abilities were directed to see the ability of audiences to make socialization and media participation. From the results of data analysis, it showed that average value for Communicative Abilities reached medium media literacy level. It meant that the respondents in the ability of socialization and participation or their active ability to use social media in media were quite good or not too advanced or too basic.

Besides the two indicators at above, if compared to the indicators of Use Skills and Critical Understanding, the indicators of Communicative Abilities were in the
lowest value if compared to the others. The value achievement from the indicators of communicative abilities reached average value of 27.34 with percentage of 59.77%. It meant that their abilities of producing media content and social participation were less able to create positive content in social media.

The communicative abilities themselves in this research have three sub-indicators, i.e. understanding in participation in the content making of various media such as written text, video, audio and visual. The involvement in public debate in a media and Involvement in social network relationships.

Concerning the indicators of Communicative Abilities, the highest score the respondents get when they involve in social network relationships amounts 68%. In relation to the uses of social media, some respondents not only have relatively adequate information and follow the information but also they are involved in social media relationship whether it is personally or not. The attitude indicates that the respondents are classified into adolescence. As stated by Gourtlay et al., (2014), adolescence starts growing the self of adolescents to stimulate their life, the need of friends who can understand and support them, friends who can sympathize with their happiness and sadness. This period partly looks for something that can be considered valuable, deserve to be held in high esteem and adored so that it can be called the period of longing for adoring (deification), i.e. the instability of adolescents.

Moreover, the second score for the indicators of Communicative Abilities, i.e. the involvement in public debate of a media is in the medium level with total value of 64%. It can be concluded that the respondents consciously make interaction, communication or public debate as the response to some messages through social media. Moreover, for the indicators of understanding in participation on the content making in various media including written text, video, audio and visual if compared to other sub-indicators, the sub-indicators are smaller in the achievement value, i.e. between 7-8 for 59%. However, it remains in the medium level or it is quite good. It means that they are able to create positive content to be exposed through social media. As stated by Potter (2018), the media literacy is a perspective where we can actively show our self ability to expose in media and interpret the meaning of messages we find.

V. CONCLUSION

According to the research findings and analysis, it indicates that media literacy rate in social media uses (Facebook and Twitter) among adolescents in Tangerang is in the middle category with the achievement score of 107-118 from 48.28% of the respondents or 92 of total 192 respondents. The achievement score comes from three indicators as follows:

1. The indicators of Use Skill. These includes sub-indicators of skills in media uses (reading information online, sharing files/sending data, the uses of Internet in social media) and understanding the goal of media uses with average value of 36.38 that comes from 60.92% and it enters into the middle category.

2. The indicators of Critical Understanding that measure the cognitive skills of adolescents in media uses such as skills of understanding, analyzing and evaluating media content with average value of 47.85 that comes from 51.72% of the respondents and it enters into the middle category.

3. The indicators of Communicative Abilities are directed to measure adolescents’ skills to make socialization and participation in social media. In these indicators it reaches media literacy rate in the middle category. Out of the previous two indicators if compared to the indicators of Use Skills and Critical Understanding, the indicators of Communicative Abilities become the lowest ones. The achievement score that the indicators of Communicative Abilities only reaches 27.34 of 59.77% in average. It means that with their skills they could not produce media content and social participation when they create positive content in social media.
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